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Julian Huxley At Forum Monday

sm

JULIAN HUXLEY

By TOM BOWARD
Staff Reporter
Sir Julian Sorell Huxley, world famous scientist, philosopher,
biologist, aµthor and lecturer, will speak on "The Humanist Revolution" at the Community Forum. This lecture will be held in
Old Main Auditorium at 8 p. m . Monday.
According to Curtis Baxter, director of the Community Forum programs, Sir Julian Huxley is the most distinguished man
to speak at the Forum.
Sir Julian Huxley was the second son of the late Leonard
Huxley and the grand nephew of Matthew Arnold - another
great author. He was educated at Eton and Oxford in England
where he won the Newdigate prize for verse.
He served as the executive secretary of the United Nations
Education and Cultural Organization Preparatory Commission
in 1946 and was director general of UNEECO in 1947-48.
He has taught or lectured a-t Balliol College, Rice Institute,
Oxford University, King's College, and the Royal Institution.
In 1959, he was the visiting profesor at the University of Chicago.

He is an honorary member of the Academy des Sciences,
Paris, and the "'New York Academy of Arts and Sciences. In
1953 he was awarded the UNE.SCO Kalinga Prize for dist1nguished popular writing in science. He was the Darwin medailst
of the Royal Society in 1957, and he was given the Darwin-Wallace Commemorative Medal of the Linnean Society in 1958.
Mr. Huxley has written more than 40 oooks, most of which
deal with evolution. He has also written many articles and
scientific papers. Mr. Huxley was also the Biological Editor of
the "Encyclopaedia Britannica," 14th edition.
Here is a partial list of Mr. Huxley's works: "Essay of a
Biologist," "Africa View,", "What Dare I Think?", "The Elements
of Experimental Embryology,'' "The Living Thou gh ts of Darwin," "The New Systematics" "The Uniqueness of Man " "Evolution, The Modern Synthe~is," "Evolutionary Ethics,"' "Soviet
Genetics and World Science,'' "Evolution in Action,'' "Evolution
as a Process," "Biological Aspects of Cancer," "Conservation of
Wild Life in Central and East Africa," "The S tream of Life,''
and "Bird-watching and Bird Behavior."

Graduation Speakers Slated
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MU May 31

By FRAN ALLRED
Editor-in-Chief
Plans for the 127th annual Commencement and Baccalaureate
to be held May 31 are taking shape as the two main speakers have
been approved.
Dr. Andrew Reid Bird Jr., pastor of the First Presbyterian
Church of Norfolk, Va., will give the Baccalaureate address st 10
=============================================4a. m. and Dr. John D. Millett, president of Miami University, Ox.
Vol. 63
HUNTINGTON, W. VA.
FRIDAY, APRIL 24, 1964
No. 58 ford, Ohio, will speak at the 2 p. m. Commencement.
============================================! Both of the exercises will take
place on the lawn between the
Student Union and Northcott
Hall if weather permits, according to David Doddrill, director
of information.
Dr. Bird served from 1943 to
1963 as pastor of the First Presbyterian Church of Huntington
and served on the Board of
Trustees for the Marshall Campus Christian Fellowship. Dr.
Bird received bis A. B. degree
fr.om Davidson College and his
B. D. degree from Union Theological Seminary in Richmond, Va.
He studied at New College,
Edinburgh University, Scotland
in an ecumenical seminar in the
University of Geneva, Switzerland. He has traveled in the Holy
Land and visited mission stations
DR. ANDREW BIRD JR.
in India, China, Korea and ·-Japan.
He is a former Moderator of
the Synod of West' Virginia and
served on the Boards of Trustees
of Davis and Elkins College, Union Theological Seminary, the
Bluestone Conference Center of
the West Virginia Synod, the
Huntington YMCA and the Hun.
tington
Community
Welfare
Council.
1
1
Dr. Bird has been chairman of
the Synod Council on World MisOtto "Swede" Gullickson looks at fiie dedication plaque for Gullickson Ball. The ceremonies sions and the Kanawha Presbytook place Wednesday afternoon, and was attended by a large group of local dignitaries and stu. tery's Council on Home Missions.
dents. The plaque, bearing a dedication and "Swede's Creed," will be hung in the east entrance of He served for nine years on the
the building.
GeGneral Assembly's Board of
Christian Education, as a member of the Executive Committee
of the Assembly's Men's Council
DR. JOHN D. MILLETT
and as a member of the Presbyterian Educational Association of Office of Education to help estabthe South.
lish administrative procedures for
Dr. Millett has resigned effec- the Higher Education Facilities
Gullickson Hall, men's phyThe welcoming speech was
"I believe that young and old
given by Mrs. Anagene P.
sical education building, was
alike, provided an ample op- tiv ~June 30 his position as Miami Act of 1963.
officially named and dedicated Bartram a member of the State
portunity to express lilemsel- University president and will beBefore becoming president of
Board of Education.
to Otto "Swede" Gullickson
ves in wholesome recreational come first chancellor and director Miami University, Dr. Millett was
Wednesday afternoon.
A plaque to be hung in the
activities of competition na- of the newly-created Ohio Board professor of public administraThe program, held in GulEast entrance of the gymnasture, will do a better job of of Re~nts. This body has been tion at Columbia University. He
lickson Hall, was opened by
ium, was unveiled by President
being good citizens and n eigh- formed to prepare a master plan was executive director of the
Smith. It bore this im:cription:
President Stewart H. Smith.
bors in the daily rounds of liv- for higher education and to have Commission on Financing Higher
supervision of the budgets, con- Education, sponsored by the AsT•r ibutes were pa id by Eugene
"Gullickson Hall,
Named in
ing."
H. Brown, executive secretary
honor of Otto Swede GullickSwedes acknowledgement : struction programs and new de- sociation of American Universison whose warm love of hum"When I think that people will gree programs of state - suppor- ties.
of the Association of General
anity won h im the devotion of
come and see this plaque hang- ported institutions of higher eduOontractors of West Virginia
He was consultant to the Uniand Hazel Sumpter, a teacher
the sons and daughters of
ing here in this building, my cation.
versity of the Philippines on exHuntington East High School. Marshall, 1930-1963."
heart is wonderfuly overflowSince J anuary he has ocen a ecutive training in the summer of
And from Swede's creed:
Both are Marshall alumni.
ing with happiness and joy."
(Continued on Page 6)
part - time consultant to the U. S.

Sw1de Honored At Dedication

'Happiness And Joy' For Swede

Gullickson Hall Officially Dedicated
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I Letter To The Editor I
Dear Editor:
Next weekend, in a ritual commonly known as "Old South
Weekend," Marshall University will be festively reminded of
Amel'ica's most shameful crime against itself and all humanity.
The campus of our modern institution of higher learning in me that they too considered this
this "libel'al" state (which we practice foolish and unbecoming
also like to think of as progres- of Marshall University. Yet next
sive), will be regressed 100 years week we will again see the an·i n commemoration of the Civil naal glorification of inhumanity.
War.
Is this so-called celebration the
I consider the proposed cele- ideal, or in accord with the high
bration, so-called, as deplorable. standards of Marshall University?
I am appalled by the fact that Marshall will never meet the
an official of Marshall Univer- challenges of the twentieth censity plans to "surrender'' this tury by re-enacting the wrongs
campus to an organization that of the past.
considers it honorable to lower
While attempts are being made
the American flag in favor of to remove the still.prevalent veil
the Confederate Dag.
of discrimnation form this camLast year many students told pus, we will be ceremoniously
cast back into the dark ages of
our history. The scars of hatred
and the wounds of oppression
will never heal if they are repeatedly reopened.
portion of our counDr. Ora Rumple, professor of tryA ismajor
actively involved in the
chemistry, has announced his restruggle for the attainment of
tirement effective June 30. Pro- racial tranquility and a truly
fessor Rumple has been teaching democratic society. Meanwhile,
33 years, the last 17 at Marshall. an American, state-supported in- BETA ALPHA MU member Larry Dransfield, Union Junior, is pictured selling a Campus Pac to
He plans to move back to SpenKaren Hanes, Pi. Pleasant freshman. BAM Is the busin~ honorary. Campus Pacs are still being
ser, Ind., where he was born in stitution of higher learning is sold on campus.
subjected to a ceremonious re- ~----__:= - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - -1898.
incarniation o·f the breakdown of
Profe~or Rumple was graduhuman relations in this country.
ated from the Highland Park
I have condescendingly been
School of P ha r m a c y in Des told that the "celebration" Is a
Moines, Iowa, in 1925. He re- tradition. The mere fact that a
ceived his A.B. in 1930 from In- tradition is a tradition does not
diana State and his Ph.D. in 1937 make it good. For ages it was
The judges and the judging Chorus for 13 years and director sence) 15 points.
from Ind i •a n a University. He
a tradition in the South to lynch procedure for the annual Moth- of the C ollege Choir at Morris
The total possible ,p oints are
taught •high school for five years Negro males.
ers' Day Sing, to be held May 10 Harvey College, Charleston, for 155. Each judge will judge on all
before accepting a position at InRecently a number of students as a part of the Parents' Week- the past 25 years.
eight areas.
diana University.
expressed concern over the pau- end activities, have been anSororities and fraternities will
In case of a tie, the sum of the
He •a nd his wife, Helen, have city of traditions at Marshall. I
n ounced by the Mothers' Day be judged on the following quali- scores on tone and interpretation
one daughter who is married and
think we should have one less. Sing Committee.
ties: tone (beauty, •b lend, con- will break the tie. If there is still
lives in Washington, D.C.
Traditions become unimportant
The three j u d g es are: Mr. trol) 25 points; intonation 20 a tie, the sum of the scores on
According to Professor Rumple
when they violate the dignity of James Ross Be an e, director of points; diction (clarity of conso- intonation, technique, and musihe will return to his "little home a man.
opera and choral activities at nants, beauty of vowels) 15 cal effect will break the tie.
in the middle of 25 acres" and
I have also been told that the Morehead State College More- points ; technique (breathing, posIn addition to the traditional
do part-time work in the drug"celebration'• within the rights
. '
ture, rhythm, precision) 20 points; sing, the weekend will in clude
more where he worked his way
of the organization. The privi- head, Ky., for the past five years; balance 15 points; interpretation such events as the ROTC drills, a
-t hroogh school several years •a go.
leges of no organization include Dr. Thomas Wikstrom, who is (expression, phrasing, style, tern- play "Life With Father" presentHe stated that he "deserved a
the right to humiliate me because presently the West Virginia State po) 25 points; musical effect (ar- ed by the University Theatre, the
well needed rest."
of the C-Olor of my skin.
Music Consultant, and Mr. H ar- t istry, fluency, vitality) 20 points; ODK awards, music by the Big
VETERANS TO MEET
I sincerely appeal to the con- old W. Ewing, who has been t71e other factors (choice of music, Green band, and an adult semiThe Veterans' Club will hold science of the individual student, director of the Charleston Civic discipline, appearance, stage pre- nar for parents.
a meeting next Tuesday at 9 p.m. the Student Senate, the Student
in the Science Hall Auditorium Court, the faculty, the adminisENGLISH BONORAY
for the nomination of officers. tration, and to the president of
The following Tuesday, May 5, Marshall University. M us t we
Sigma Tau Delta, English hona meeting will be held for the bear the humiliation of this cele- orary, will meet today at 4 p. m.
MARSHALL UNIVERSITY STUDENT NEWSPAPER
election of officers and a sum- bration another year?
in the Student Christian Center.
E stablished 1896
mer program will be planned.
PATRICIA AUSTIN, New members are also to attend
Member of west Virgin ia Intercollegiate Press Association
...
Full-leased W ire to The Associated Press.
All veterans are urged to attend.
C e d ar G rove Senior this meeting.
E ntered 85 second class matter , May 29, 1945, at the P ost Office at Huntlnston,

Chemistry Prof
Set To Retire

Business Honorary Sells Campus Pacs

Procedure Announced

Mothers' Day Sing Judges Named
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COMMERCIAL P'•·G. & LJTHO. CO.

Theses & Term Papers Expertly Typed
Six Years Experience With Campbell, Form.
CALL

JANE GILES LEITH

RE 6-5095 after 6 P.M.

lool Presented On Behalf 01 Alumnus
LmRARIAN HAROLD W. APEL accepts book from Mrs. Gladys Lapole of Huntington, which was
presented on behalf of her son, Robert, a 1950 Marshall graduate. Entitled " Maintainability De.
sign," the book contains a preface and introduction written by the
alum~us, who also col!amorated in editing it. Lapole is an assistant technical director of a m1SSile proJect for the MartmMarietta Corp., Los Angeles, Calif.
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Freshman Pre-Medical Student
Will Work In Cancer Research
By LLOYD LEWIS
Staff Reporter
A High School Science Fair
project may have started an
eighteen - year - old Huntington
freshman on his way to bigger
and better things in the field of
medical research.
As his latest achievement,
Terry Steiner recently received
a summer posit1on on a cancer
research team at the West Virginia University Medical Center.
He will work with Dr. A. L.
Watne, associate professor of surgery, and six-year laboratory
veteran, besides learning basic
research techniques for two
months.
Then he'll begin his own project. "I have a million and one
ideas about that project. There's
just so much to do I don't know
where to start," he said.
During his junior year at Huntington High School, Steiner became interested in his teacher's
explanations of radiation and the
atmosphere. A ft e r extensive
reading on a related subject, he
entered a "new and original" exhibit in the science fair that year,
dealing with the therapeutic effects of nitrogen mustard. His
e ntry not only placed in the
competition but it won fo r Steiner the friendship of four local
men who have been instrumental
in his further studies.
They include Dr. James P.
Cary, general surgeon; Dr. Jack
Baur, hematologist; Dr. B. H.
Willet, veterinarian; and Dr.
J. E. Sadler, pathologist. "I
would formulate new approaches
to this nitrogen mustard idea
and they would think of ways
to discourage me," the pre-med
major jokingly admits. He explained that his experiments on
which he spent five mo~ths,
could have been dangerous had
they not been handled properly.
-With the 3.750 grade average

he earned last semester already
to his credit, Steiner hopes to
qualify for an American Cancer
Society grant next year. Upon
graduation from Marshall, he
plans to attend West Virginia
University Medical School. He
has a brother there now.
Surgical pathology, which is
the study of disease origin, medical research, or surgery are his
main in~erests at this time. He'll
d ecide later whether to teach,
practice privately, or do research
work for the U. S. Navy. Also,
sometime in his under-graduate

Student's Recital
Is Slated Tonight

future, Steiner hopes to work
during the summer for the Chester-Beatty Research Institute in
London, or the Sloan-Kettering
Laboratories, New York.
Terry Steiner is dedicated to
his work and experiments constantly. Cancer research to him,
he says, will be both a vocation
and an avocation. He believes in
the Warburg theory of cancer
cure, which deals with irreversible damage to the cell. "In the
near future the cause of cancer
will be found; we'll find the
cure."

'FERRY STEINER

Carol Buss, Golden, Ill., graduate student and soprano, will give
a Masters Recital at 8:30 p.m.
today in Old Main Auditorium.
Mrs. Robert Sheph~rd, assistant
professor of music, will accompany on the piano.
'I'he hour-long recital will include p i e c e s ranging from the
Elizabethan period to the present.
Samuel Barber's "Hermit Song,"
Mozart's group, -and the French
group are among the highlights
of the program.
Miss Buss received her B.A. in
music from Carthage College at
!Carthage, Ill. There she gave the
!Diploma Recital.

Waiting List Noted
For 48 Apartments
The 48 apartments at University Heights are occupied an'.i
there is a waiting list for both
the summer and fall terms. but
according to Stanley A. Shaw,
dean of men, waiting lists are usually not as long as they seem.
Students who desire to live at
University Heights are encouraged to make application at the
dean of men's office.
To be eligible the male member of the family must be a fulltime student during occupancy.
'I'his does not mean, however,
that he must attend summer sessions.
The rent is $45 per month for
a one-room efficiency, and $55
per month for a two-room, onebedroom apartment. The apartments are furnished and utilities
are included in the rent.
6 TAKE FLIGHT TESTS

Six ROTC senior cadets went
to Charleston recently to take
written and flight tests required
for a private pilot's license. Those
taking the tests were: Max Perry
of Huntington, James Garrett of
Washington, Charles Jordan of
Huntington, Glenn Bell of Lexington, Ky., Ted H a d d ox of
Parkersburg, and Ronald E asley
of Logan. The results of these
tes ts will be known in several
weeks.

THE TROUBLE WITH SPORTS SHIRTS IS
WHEN YOU WEAR AN ORDINARY Tl E WITH ONE
YOU LOOK LIKE A GANGSTER

H

OWEVER there are times that are a little too dressy for an unadorned throat (as when you're
wearing a blazer), and for these the Ascot is finding increasing favor. Women apparently find
them madly attractive, and men like their go-to-hell feel once they get around to wearing them. The
trick seems to be in tying them; actually, there is nothing to it. All you do is slip the Ascot around
your neck, inside the collar, and loop one end over the other below your adam 's apple; and loop it
twice so it won't slip down your chest after awhile. It just so happens that , foreseeing this demand,
we have gone into the Ascot game. You will find a nice selection at your Eagle Ascot store, which
is the same store where you buy Eagle Shirts.
Not to change the subject, but this magnificent
short-sleeve sports shirt at about $9.00 which we have portrayed here is an exclusive Eagle pattern
in two-ply cotton oxford, and comes in blue, green, or burgundy stripes alternating with skinnier
black ones on an Eagle's Cream ground.
We also have a magnificent matching check ; let's see if
we can describe it : it's something as though we ran transverse stripes in the same colors across this
pattern. No, that's a terrible description, you'd better go take a look for yourself. If you don't
know where that would be, drop a line to Miss Affierbach and she'll write right back with the news.

*

*

*

(0 1964, EAGLE S IIIRTM AK ERS , QUAKERTOWN, PENNS YLVA N IA

EAGLE SHIRTS ARE AVAILABLE AT RALSTEN'S LTD.
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Teachers
Can Take
Newfield
B1' KAREN KNOTTS
Teachen Collese .JoamaUst
A comprehensive field in Language Arts Ja now being planned
for next year at Marshall
According to Dr. A. Mervin
Tyson, chairman of the English
Department, the Language Arts
Program Ja a comprehensive field
designed to prepare secondary
teachen for positions requiring
a combination of English, speech
and journalism.
The work of a Language Arts
l'J'aduate might include teaching
English classes and the sponsorship of the school newspaper.
yearbook, plays, a debate team,
and public speaking activities.
Another possibility in this field
would be the teaching of classes
in English, journalism and
speech.
· Students who enroll In this
prosram will be required ~ do
their student teachlnJ In EnsUah. Tbls Is their one teachlnJ
night for
freshman; and .Jane Woodard, Chesapeake, Ohio, freshman. Top
field. Tim Is the main difference IN THE GE COLLEGE BOWL finals, taped Monda1'
1
row (from left): Ivan Ash, Barboursville senior; John Eastham,
between the· Lan Ju a J e Arts televfslq at 5 p.m. Sunda1' on WSAZ, these e ght students parHuntington senior; Sharon Estep, Sophia junior; and Pat Faller,
course and the reJQlar i,eeondar1' ticipated. Bottom row (from left) : Clarence Moore, Charleston
Huntington sophomore. (Photo courtesy of WSAZ-TV)
coune. Secondary education ma- senior; .Joe Platania, Buntln,ton junior; Arline Roush, Letart
jors not In a eomprehenstve field
mast have two teachlnJ fields.
The present recommendations
for the curriculum of this program are 30 hours of English, 15
hours of speech, and eight hours
of journalism.
Nine hours of language and
B,. .JUDY FOSTER
music appreciation test, and
Perry, asistant profesor of poIt was decided by the judges
21 hours of literature compose
Staff Reporter
other five were smoliing and
litical science, were the offical
and Dr. Novak that private oral
the section in English. The reEight GE College Bowl hopebiting their fingernails.
judges.
tests would be given to the recommended language courses are fuls took their final "examinaLater m the evening when
maining six in order to make
The technicians arranged
English 101 and 102, E n g l i s h tion" Mon"day evening at the
the contestants were actu-at!y
the final judging. These tests
their lights and cameras, while
Composition courses, and Eng. taping of the campus bowl at
in their places in the studio,
were given by Professor Hope
the director walked around
lish 405, a Study of the English WSAZ-TV where six finalists
their hands were moist ·and
yesterday. The last portion of
calmly smoking his pipe. The
Language.
were chosen.
clenched, the filters taken off
the tape, which included the
WSAZ photographers were
Bee om mended literature
The six chosen were: John
flie lights shined brightly in
judges decision of six stutaking pictures and the teams
courses are Eqllsh Sot, Eqllsh Eastham, Huntington senior;
their eyes, and they giggled
students, will be retaped this
were rehearsing with Dr. ElLiterature; Eqllsb 301, Amerl- Sharon Estep, Sophia junior;
about trite things. They made
evening announcing the names
aine Novak, assistant profescan Lltenture; En J 11 sh 3!5, Pat F-aller, Huntington sophosmall talk too, so small that
of the four winenrs plus one
sor of speech and moderator
alternate, all of whom will go
Shakespeare; and Enrllsb 450 more; Clarence Moore, ChartJie name Mickey Mouse could
for the program.
or 451, World Llteratun. Con- leston senior; Joe Platania,
be heard, followed by another
to New York. The TV show
There were two types of
slderatlon Is also belnf riven to Huntington junior, and Jane
wave ot giggling.
will then be presented at 5
questions: toss-up questions,
a course In T,.pes of Litenture Woodard, Chesapeake, Ohio,
Each team member was furp. m. Sunday on Channel 3.
worth 10 points, and bonus
de a 11 n I with selections from freshman.
nished with a pad of paper,
questions worth from 10 points
World Literature.
a pencil, and a buzzer. The
up. The questions concerned
About 7:l5 p. m. the recep.
chairs were placed on the edge
R ecommended E n g 1 1· 8 h e1ec- tion
room at the television stuhistorical dates, American au~
tives are English 317, English
of the riser so that one sudden
thors, Italian art, religion, NoNovel to 1900; English 409, Mil• dio was smoky, dimly lit, with
move would mean a f-all.
bel prize winners. and opera.
ton; English 411, Chaucer; Eng- the switchboard buzzing, the
The listening audience was
After this initial taping and
lish 420, Senior Seminar in Lit- teletype pecking in the back
small, consisting of families
The Student Union will be
room, and people mumbling
rerunning of the taped show,
erature; and English 442, Ameriand well wishers.
transformed
into an ·art gallery
the judges were unable to
can Novel to 1900.
among themselves. Two of the
Walter C. Felty, associate
next Wednesday when Kappa P.i
top
eight
contestants
there
make up their minds. At this
The speech courses have not
professor of social studies, was
art honorary holds its spring
yet been definitely selected, but were studying for a Spanish
timekeeper, and Ben W. Hope,
time only six finalists could be Kappa Pi Art Exhibition.
they will concern the areas. of test, one was studying for a
speech profesor, and Simon D.
announced.
Jack Smith, Kappa Pi adviser
speech science, public address, - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - and art instructor, estimates a
minimum of 130 pieces will be
~hown. The purpose of the ex~~u:::ta:::
hibit is to demonstrate the kind
mended are journalism 427, JourThe traditional recognition dinAlso to be honored are those years service to Marshall. He is of work art majors do and to
nalistic English; journalism 428, ner for retiring faculty and staff members that have oompleted 25 J"etiring after this year. Irene C. give them a chance to sell their
High School Newspapers; and members will be held at 6:30 p.m. years of service to Marshall.
Evans, associate professor of busi- work. Among the pieces being
journalism 405, Ethics of Mass tomorrow in the lower dining Ora E. R u m ·p 1 e, professor of ness administration, and Leslie exhibited will be paintings, sculpCommunications.
room of the University Cafeteria chemistry, will be honored for 17 M. Davis, professor of geography, tures and collages.
The comprehensive f i e 1 d in
will be honored for 25 years'
The exhibit will be presented
Language Arts is one of the many
service.
from 8 a.m. to 10 p.m. Wednesnew programs set up by the Engineering Group To Meet Tomorrow
Mrs. A. M. Foose will preside day and from 8 a.m .to 5 p.m.
West Virginia Board of :&iucaThe annual dinner meeting of M. Drown, ,a nd Robert J. Stevens, over the dinner. Dr. Eugene Q. Thursday. All work shown will
tion to prepare students for com- the D Rho-D The t a Chapter, all Huntington seniors; T. Robert Hoak, professor of speech, will be by members of Kappa Pi.
prehensive fields.
honorary engineering fraternity, Waugh, Barboursville senior; J. speak on 1Jhe subject "Footprints
Mr. Smith thinks the presentaIt is being studied and deve- will be held at 6:30 p.m. tomor- Frederick Byer, Huntington jun- and Reflections."
tion of the exhi'bits indoo~, comloped at Marshall by the v,arious row at Young's Ea~tern Heights ior; John M. Stickler, Kenova President Stewart H. Smith will bined wi th more attractive ardepartmental and curriculum Restaurant, according to James junior, and James H. Love.
present the awards of recogni- rangements, will make this showcommittees in Teachers College. H. Love, Chesapeake senior.
Officers elected for the follow- tion. Another highlight of the ing better than the previous two
years.
It is now the plan for this proThe honorary members are ing year are Allen Drown, presith
rd
Kappa Pi ihas 32 active memgram to go in effect September, Lester o. Walcutt, Works Engi- dent; Robert Stevens, vice presi- program will beth e awa ing of
the
Claude
Wor
ington
Benedum
bers,
all of whom must have a
1964.
neer at the International Nickel dent; Frederick Byer, secretary, Foundation grants to f a cu 1 t y
"B"
average
in art.
VABSITY CBEEBLEADEBS
Company, and Robert William- and James Love, tresaurer.
members for summer research.
Monday will be the last prac- son J:r., secretary of the West
Harold E. Walker, vice president
Officers of Kappa Pi are PresiDRILL TEAM
dent Paige Estler McDaniel, Ft.
tice session of varsity cheerlead- Virginia State Registration Board
of academic affairs, will present L d d 1 Fl
.
•
v·
er a e,
a., Jun 1 or; ice
ing before the final tryout Tues- for Professional Engineers. Mr. The Pershing Rifles left at 8 the grants for the research board • p au 'd
t p a t p ark er, H un t·mga.m.
today
for
Cincinnati
to
par.
.
.
r
es1
en
day at 4 p .m . The last practice Walcutt will be the principal
ticipate in the Queen City InvitaMus~c ~ 111 be Pr? v 1 de d by ton junior ; Secretary Connie Rees,
will be beside the Music Build- speaker.
tional
Drill
Meet.
This
meet
is
pat
r 1 c 1 a Green, m S tructor of South P o i n t, Ohio, sophomore;
ing. The final tryout will be in
.
the men's archery room of Gul- The new members to be mstall- sponsored by the University of music, and Eugenia Mc::-.1:ullen, and Treasurer Cathy W a g n er,
lickson Hall.
ed are David P. LeMaster, Allen Cincinnati and Xavier University. associate professor of music.
Huntington junior.

MOORE

PLATANIA
ROUSH
WOODARD
Ready To Bowl 'Em Over On WSAZ-TV

Video Showing Due Sunday On WSAZ

Six GE Hopefuls Still Remain

Art Honorary
Plans Exhibit

r: :::: Faculty Recognition Set Tomorrow
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ETV System Is Urged For Marshall
~c.r,~~=vl":a~

Student Tells
Of Television
Potential Here

By GENE BIAS
Teachers Collere Journalist
The future holds many promises for Marshall University, but
perhaps one of the brightest stars
in the future is Educational Tele- ' - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - -- ------_:_---,----vision. In co-operation w it h
single channel c o m m e r c i a 1 classroom teacher. It is designed a buzzer. When a student wishes
Cabell and Wayne counties, Marstation.
as a teaching aid to provide op- to ask a question, he 10 indicates
shall University is now explorThere has been consideration portunities for the most recent to a proctor in his cla.uroom. ·
ing the possibility and fea,sibility
given to open circuit broadC'ast- developments in knowledge - The proctor then presses a switch
ing to the public but it is not such as in the fields of science, which operates the buzzer and a
of a closed circuit television infeasible in the immediate future. mathematics, and education tech- light appears on a panel indicatstallation.
The cost of the equipmen.t would niques-to be beamed into the ing from which room the quesThe problems encountered are
be in excess of $300,000. A break- public schools. This would bene- tion is originating.
many and varied. For instance,
down of equipment shows this fit the teachers as well as stuWhen the inatructor is ready
the p r o b 1 e m of space. There
cost
($312,000):
for
the question, he so indicates
dents
in
that
television
would
should be at least two or three
1. A 12 ½ kilowatt UHF trans- allow the teacher to watch and and then depresses the switch on
large studios with control rooms.
mitter with filterplexer, fil- study the teaching techniques of his console which corresponds w
It is necessary to have these
the classroom. This switch simters and s p a r e cavaties, a master teacher.
studios to handle the dififeren-t
$178,000.
Imagine the potential value to ultaneously, through relays, disclosed circuit programs proposed
2. One antenna, custom pylon, a community to have a language connects his mike, the speakers
for trans-mission to university dewith 21 decible gain and de- taught by a master teacher in the TV sets in the classroom
partments, high schools, junior
icing,
$23,000.
broadcasted into a c 1 a s s r o o m and connects the room mike into
high s c h o o 1 s, and elementary
3. 450 feet of 3 ¾ inch tr.ans- where a teacher who has little the audio circuit. The audio cir·s ch o o 1 s throughout the two
mission coaxial cable to an- skill could acquire language skills cuit is arranged so that the origicounties. Many of the present
over a period of years until the nal question is heard both in the
tenna, $6,000.
classrooms at Marshall could be
4. RF load and watt meter, local teachers are experts in studio and in all viewing clusadapted as studios for closed cir$1,300.
language themselves. This ex- rooms. No repetition of questions
cuit television, but the 1 i g ht s
5. Spare Tubes, $8,000.
ample could be used for every is therefore necessary.
necessary for production create
Some specialized applications
subject taught.
6. Test equipment, $6,800.
such a heat problem that it would
of the Akron system hJtve in5. Land site, $4,000
Comparative Installation
require some type of coolin,g
Clarence Eugene Blas Is a
8. Installation costs, $25,000.
The University of Akron, Ohio, cluded preparation of freshmen
system to be installed. This cost
9. Legal ·and engineering fees, recently installed a closed cir- orientation programs. Professionof installation w o u 1 d probably 21-year-old Junior enrolled in
Teachers C o 11 e g e who bas
$7,000.
cuit t e 1 e v i s i o n system in its al broadcast training, extra curmake this plan undesirable.
worked
at
WMUL
for
three
10.
Tower
for
antenna,
$30,000.
school
similar to the proposed ricular forensic u n i o n debates
University President Stewart
11. Instalation of basic trans- system for Mars,hall. The pur- and discussions, and demonstraH. Smith and Dr. Stephen D. years. Re was an announcer
mitter, $22,500.
pose was to help solve, in part, tions for various educational and
Buell, d i re c to r of educational for two years and prorram
Present plans do not allow for the problem of se<:urin:g enough public associations.
radio-television, recently visited director for one year. In fact,
Opinions of Akron's TV sysqualified instructors to handle an
Ohio State University and saw Blas was the first announcer to this additional expense.
tem
are generally good, especially
State
Appropriations
ro
on
the
air
when
WMUL
beincreasing
number
of
students
classrooms adapted in this manLast year, the Virginia legis- enrolling at the University of by the faculty and students:
ner. The main complaint point- gan broadcasting,
"Students do as well, if not
The speech and English ma- lature appropriated $800,000 for Akron (a similar situation exists
ed out to them was the heat
better."
problem created by the lights- Jor from Hamlin Is married proposed Virginia educational at Marshall).
"Allows a more general backAn initial investment of $64,283
especially in the late s p r i n g, and, upon rraduatlon, hopes to television installations. Kentucky
summer and early fall. Certain work in the field of commer- also appropriated a considerable ( from special funds other than ground coverage."
"Instructors needn't teach the
planned c~assrooms for Marshall cial television. Bis hobbles are amount for ETV. Ohio's ETV tax money and student fees) was
-same
course two or three times
water
and
snow
skiing,
plus
system
is
known
nationwide
as
made
for
the
purpose
of
producUniversity should have air-cona s u c c e s s. In Pennsylvania tion, transmission, distribution, a day.''
ditioning built in, in expecta. rolf.
I feel that Marshall is growing
As for ETV at Marshall, be WOED, ch an ne 1 13, the first and reception equipment. (The
tion of being used as TV studios.
Also, conduits should be built in frankly admits a partisan view. educational TV statio in Pitts- Television Center had been built and will continue to grow at an
so that any cable later installed "Pve long been interested In burgh, has gained so muoh popu- beforehand by far.sighted per- even f-aster -rate in the future.
Educational television could help
could be safely hidden from educational TV's importance to larity that a demand was made sons.)
the community and I'm hope. for another station. A UHF staThe equipment of the Univer- ease some of our growing pains.
view.
The system used at the Univerfol that Marshall will soon In- tion, WOAZ, channel 16, was sity of Akron includes:
Necessary Equipment
sity of Akron, and other sy&tems
stall
an
ETV
station.''
bunt
and
is
also
a
success.
This
1.
RCA
dual
TK-15
vidicon
Equipment needed for Educastation is currently programing came·ra system with output amps, throughout the country, will aid
tional Television is relatively into the schools in Hancock county, power supplies, master monitors, Marshall greatly in serving as
a
r
e
a,
the
American
Telephone
expensive as contrasted with the
models on which to pattern our
equipment of commercial televi- and Telegraph Company would W. Va. The Weirton city school lenses, camera cables, tripods,
future system. That star of tosystem
is
now
planning
to
build
dollies
and
other
related
items.
sion facilities. The p r o p o s e d handle the coaxial cable necesmorrow-Educational Television
TV
studios
for
city
school
use.
2.
One
RCA
TK-21
v:dicon
film
sary
for
the
transmission
of
Vidicon camera is a good exam-glows
brighter every day.
Kanawha
County
has
appointed
camera
chain
including
multiple. This camera can transmit closed circuit television originata
Kanawha
¥alley
Educational
plexer,
two
16mm
film
projecing
at
Marshall
and
beamed
to
the picture signal directly to a
monitor in a remote area, thus area schools. The use of this Broadcasting Commission com- tors with stands, RCA TP-7 dual
doing aw a y with cumbersome cable would be paid for by the prised of Dr. Leonard Nelson, drum slide proje<:tor automatic
video-amplifiers. However, as various schools participating in West Virginia Tech; Dr. Leonard sensitivity and remote controls.
Riggleman and Dr. M a rs h a 11
3. One RCA TG-2 sync. genesoon as a certain numlber of this program.
Dr. James T. Richardson, head
Buckaleau,
Morris
Harvey
Colrator,
TS-5 swi-tcher-glader, TA-3
The
rate
of
rent
is
based
upon
monitors are added to this sysof
the Sociology Department, will
lege;
Rex
Smith,
state
superindistribution
amp.,
4
TS-2
video
tem the signal loses power and the mileage of the cable from
attend a two-day work confertendent
of
schools;
Dr.
W.
J.
L.
switches,
equipment
racks,
and
the
AT&T
offices
to
the
first
must be amplified. Other disadence at Blackwater Falls April
V'Bntages of the Vidicon camera school_, and then from the second Wallace, West Virginia State Col- other items such as three TM-41 30-May 2. The National Council
lege;
L.
K.
Lovenstein,
superinmonitrans
and
a
Conrac
VHF
school
to
the
first.
For
ex.ample:
system are:
of Juvenile Court Judges InstiIf a line were run to Huntington tendent of K a n a w h a County off-air tuner.
1. It requires more lighting.
tute and Conference Program is
schools;
and
Harry
Br
aw
1
e
y,
4.
An
independent
air-<:<>ndi2. The picture is not quite as High School from the AT&T this
the formal title of the conference.
WCHS-TV,
chairman.
tioning
system
was
designed
and
distance
would
constitute
Huntsharp and clear as the picTopics will be ''Running the
The purpose of the commission installed to utilize existing blowture of an Image Otthicon ington High's rate. If a cable
Court," "Understanding the Juveis
to
effect
cooperation
between
er
system.
It
accommodates
both
were
then
run
from
Huntington
camera.
nile," "Treating the Juvenile--In
3. It blurs with rapid move- High to Vinson High School, the three colleges and start a the FM Radio Studio and TV Institutions," and "Treating . the
UHF
channel
in
the
Kanawha
Center.
Vinson would pay rent on the
ment.
Juvenile--In the Community.''
'Talk-Baek' System
Some of the advantages of the lengh of the cable from Hunt- Valley for the purpose of educaSome 40 delegates and their
tional
television.
A
preliminary
One
of
the
unique
things
in
the
ington to Vinson-not on the
Vidicon camera system are:
wives
are expected to attend t!le
1. Cheaper and more rugged entire 1 e n g t h. Any additional engineer's survey is planned with University of Akron system is meeting. Mrs. Richardson will
the
secured
services
of
Vernon
the
"Talk-Back"
s
y
s
t
e
m.
This
allowing it to be handled by schools linked between the two
attend with her husband and parschools would further reduce the Bronson of Miami, Fla.-a con- system permits students to ask ticipate in a special discussion
students.
sultant for the National Associa- questions directly of a TV in2. Requires less maintainence. rent rates.
seminar planned for the wives of
Because of the make-up of the tion of Educational Broadcasters structor while lectures are in attending delegates.
3. Smaller, more compact.
coaxial cable, it would be pos- -on May 18, 1964. It is hoped progress. Low imped,ance micro4. Cheaper to operate.
Sound equipment could be of sible to put up to six different that representatives from Mar- phones located at the front of
CIP MEETING
the same type and quality now channels on a sing 1 e output shall University can attend this the classroom are connected into
The
Civic
Interest Progressives
the audio circuit through relays,
used by WMUL radio. The cost transmission cable. This would meeting.
will
meet
tomorrow
at 12:30 p.m.
Television
and
Teacher
operated
by
the
instructor
f-rom
of audio equipment is compara- allow six different programs to
in
the
Campus
Christian
Center.
a
studio
console.
This
console
Contrary
to
the
belief
of
many
be
beamed
to
schools
at
the
same
tively less than video equipment.
time. This is a far more complex teachers in our school system, contains panel I i g h ts-one for Members of the group will disTransmission
In the Cabell-Wayne county operation than is handled by a television will not replace the each TV viewing classroom-and cuss "The New Revolt.'' .

====-----_-·=======~=~=====~--- - --- --------'

Clarence E. Bias

Richardson Plans
To Attend Parley
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------Editorial Opinions - - - - - - - .

STANLEY STEAMER
and

SAGE SAYINGS
' - - - - - - B y KAY SAGE and SAM STANLEY------,
Students enrolled in the nursing program spend a lot of
time in clinical work for which they don' t receive credit, either
in the form of pay or semester hours.
The two-year nurs•i ng program at Mars-hall requires that a
student spend five hours per week, 90 hours per semester, in
clinical work a t Cabell Huntington Hospital the first year.
Then the student is required to enroll for the summer session
which involves 30 hours per week of clinical work the second six
weeks of the session.
A second-year nursing student works 10 hours per week
first semester at Cabell Huntington Hospital. Second semester,
the student works five hours per week at Cabell Huntington Hospital and six hours per week at the Huntington State Hospital.
This clinical work totals 738 hours of free labor.
Students are not rewarded for their clinical work because
they are not under direct supervision of the hospital. They are
are }leld responsible only to their instructor.
The students generally are not assigned to the patients that
need the most care. They are kept in a learning situation and
care for patients with cases corresponding to what they have
learned in the classroom.
In the pas t, all nursing training took place in hospital schools.
Now, there are about 265 programs in the U. S. with two and
four year nursing programs in colleges and universities. The
pur,pose of moving the nursing program was for a broader educat ion and to raise professfonal standards.
We think that these students should receive some kind of
reward for their work. They are a tremendcus help to hospitals.
Marshall's progress in the field of education Is becoming
more evident every time you tum around .. . Did you know that
Mxt fall some of our classes may have a television set for a
"teacher?" . . . This Is expected to happen in the freshman
speech courses where one teacher can handle all the class lectures on video tape . . . There are also two classes scheduled
this summer to teach how to teach on television . . . They are
listed as Speech 432 and 433 and called Educational TV.
Progress, however, may be our hindrance in one instance. . .
This will be in the new class room building which will go up
soo~ on . the RO'IlC drill field . . . This building will be eight
stones high, and you can imagine walking up eight floors carrying a load of books! .. But maybe they'll put student elevators
in the building . .. Or better yet, maybe the thing will have escal·ators . . . Hmmm, on second thought, we'd rather have the
elevators.
A conditioning program has been made a requirement by
Intramural director Bob Dolgener before a student can participate in intramural track and weightlifting . . . This is being
done to protect the department from a negligence suit should
a participant be seriously Injured while partlc' pating . • . It's
a good rule, but intramurals are supposed to be more recreational than work . . . These sports should be dropped from intr11murals If they cease to become anything less than recreational
activities for the students.
Ho~ever, the intramural d epartment doesn 't have to look
far to fmd other hazardous sports in its program . . . If you've
ever played softball, specifically in the outfield on the intramural
field, you'll find out why ... A man needs M~rine.type training
on an obstacle course to combat the terrain in left field . . .
And work also needs to be done on the infield next to Gullickson ~all : • • Bad hops are the rule, rather than the exception
on th1S diamond . . .

New Officers Of llOTC1s Sca66ard And Blade
PICTURED ABOVE are the new officers of Scab bard and Blade in the ROTC Department. From
left to right, they are: William Samuels, Barboursville junior, 1st sergeant; Charles B. Chapman,
Huntington junior, 1st It.; Paul 1. Mayer, Wheeling junior, captain, and Thomas Milton, Huntington junior, 2nd It.

ODK Selects Pledge Candidates;
Initiation Ceremony Set May 16
By RUSSELL SCOTT
Staff Reporter
Omicron Delta Kappa ( ODK)
the only national m en's leadership honorary, h as selected its
spring pledge candidat es on campus for this year.
These prospective members
are: Dr. Herschel Heath, professor of hist ory; Kenneth Cohen, Wheeling junior, Dean
Thompson, - Huntingt on junior;
~en Gainer, Cha rleston senior;
'Ted Wiley, Lew isburg senior,
and Jerry - Ashworth, graduate
from Huntington.
Dr. Heath h as been selected
to - fill a vac ancy. Three other
faculty members currently are
members of ODK.
The initiation ceremony for
the new pledges is scheduled to
be held on May 16.
These candidates have already
been informed of the activities
and duties of the honorary, and
they have also been told what
wiH be expected of them as
members of the society. They received this explanation of ODK

at a luncheon meeting held April
16.
Right n ow these future members are going t hrough a m onthlong waiting period before they
can be accepted into the honorary. Acording to Walter C. Fe lty,
associate professor of social st udies and director of autio- visual
aids, and also faculty adviser for
ODK, "this t rial period is designed to give ODK officials time
enough t o check •on the character and personality of the prospective member."
However, cases where a prospect has been disqua lified during
this tr ial period are exceedingly
,r are, due to the m ethod of choosing n~w memebrs,.

new candidates wiH carry out a
project of leadership that will
be beneficial to the university.
Some of the past projects have
been the erection of the bell
tower located on campus, the establishment of a graduate file in
the library, and the bulletin
board outside of the Student Union.
T his spring's pledge candidates
are a rather special group beca use they wil be accepted into
the leadership h onorary during
the year that m arks the 50th ann iversary of ODK. 1:he h onora ry
wa~ fouz:ide~ at Washington & Lee
university t~n 191.4·h
1n c onec 10n wit this, a convention celebrating the golden
aniversary of ODK is now takProspect s are selected on the ing place in Roanoke, V-a. which
basis of a p oint system which in- is near Wash ington & Lee Unieludes a study of the person's versity. The convetnion began
leadership activities both on and yesterday and will c O nt i n u e
off campus. In addition, the ODK through tomorrow n ight.
hopeful must be an above averRepr esetn ing Marsh all will be
age student to be eligible for ad- Professor Felty and Shannon
mit tance to the relectgroup.
I Wyatt, president of ODK on camDuring this trial period, the pus.

Nursing Workshop
Speakers Set
Here Tuesday
For Graduation Set
A workshop for an estimated

(Continued from Page 1)
1954, has published a two-volume
text in public administration, and
has served as president of the
American Society for Public Administration.
Dr. Millett has been chairman
of the board of trustees of the
Educational Testing Service and
a trustee of the College Entrance
Examination Board. He is sen••·
ing on the ROTC advisory panel
of the Department of Defense.
Dr. Millett was active on the
first Hoover Commission on Organization of the Executive
Branc-h of the government, where
he served on task forces on gov.
ernment statistics, budgeting and
departmental management before
becoming assistant to the executive director of the commission.

100 to 200 registered and student
nurses will be held Tuesday and
Wednesday, in the Science Hall,
according to Professor Vera M.
Martin, chairman of the Nursing
Department.
The subject will be, "The Prevention and Control of Communicable Diseases."
The w o •r ks hop will include
talks by guest speakers, Mary
Romer of the Public Health Service in Atlanta, Ga., and Mrs.
Glee Saunders of the West Virginia Mental Health Department, panel discussions, and general discussions on topics ranging
from the prevention of cornmunicable diseases to their psychological and sociological implications.

Two Groups Help Bowl Down Cancer
RECEIVING TROPHIES for their participation in the Bowl Down Cancer Drive are representatives of Alpha Xi Delta sorority and Pi Kappa Alpha fraternity. The groups sponsored a tournament among city bowling leagues with profits going to the Cancer Society. From left are Marjorie Minnix, Charlotte Zelnak, Dr. Michael Josephs, Jim Farley, and Rick Josephs.
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The Sports
Corner
- - - - - - - - • Br JERRY REED
Sports Editor
The theory that Coach Oharlie Kautz had about his track
squad was proven correct at last Saturday's meet against the
Toledo Rockets.
Kautz has said repeatedly that the Big Green did not have
enough material to do a good job in the meets this year. In
the TU meet the Bi.g Green took two first places, tied for one
top spot, copped seven seconds and a few third places to salvage
45 points.

This meet was the first duel meet for the MU thinclads this
season and it could have given the coach a hint on what he
bas to look forward to. On the other hand it could show that he
bas some hope for an improved season due to the fact that Toledo was expected to be a top contender for the MAC crown and
MU didn't put up that bad a showing. The rainy weather wasn't
the best condition for the meet and could have hurt the Big
Green since it wasn't used to those conditions.
T.he sparse crowd of about 50 fans, many of whom were
there to see the high school meet, sat huddled together and
watched the MU squad in Fairfield Stadium, which was also
new surroundings to the team. Most of the workouts have come
on the campus track facilities and Coach Kautz transferred them
to Fairfield because of the di.ffici::ty in getting the home track
in condition. When he , would get it in reasonaible shape the little
kids in the neighboring h-0uses would come over and play on
the track and use the bales of hay, that were used for the pole
vault pit, to build houses.

Top Spring Sports Team

This is just one of the problems that the coach and the team
faced. Yesterday (after The Parthenon's press t1me) the team
took on West Virginia Wesleyan in a non-conference meet and
a different outlook may be possible after that one.

It HOPES OF capturing a second Mid-American Conference golf title In three years these· Bfc
Green linksmen go out of the conference tomorrow to take on the Morehead Golde_.
The
players are, front row from left, Dave Herndon, George Somich, Joe Feaganes and Bill Spenslty.
Second row, Coach Buddy Graham, Larry May, Dave Whipkey, Chip Woodring and Barry Hoffer.

•

Concerning the track program, there are a few bright prospects that paved the way for the Big Gree~ last weeke_nd and
a few others that will appear now that sprmg football is over.
One of these that will hop out of the football picture and into the
track scene is Mickey Jackson. He is one of the top candidates
for the halfback p<>sition on next fall's grid squad and is considered to be one of the fastest men on the team. It has even
been said that he has better times than Jack Mahone, number
one dash man on the track squad, in many of the dashes that
were held in football practice.

Jackson didn't know if he was going to run in yesterday's
meet but when be does get into track shape be should help the
coach out. It is true that since Jackson is a freshman his scores
won't count but there's always the future.
Speaking of frosh and their scores not counting, take a look
at two outstanding runners, Gary Prater and Ellis Wiley. Both
of them outdistanced the Toledo distance men in Saturday's
meet but the soores didn't count. They came close to lapping
the entire field and you could just see the smile on Coach Kautz's
face after the meet. He seemed to want to say "wait until next
year." He didn't say it though because there's been a lot of next
years for the Big Green track team and Kautz probably is just
crossing his fingers and hoping.
John Bentley, MU's top entrant in the pole vault, proved that
he hasn't lost his form when he went over the bar at 13 feet.
It was one of the few times that Bentley has gone over or near
this mark for quite a while. He has usually stayed around 12-6,
the mark that gave him the state pole vault record back in 1961.
He has had his troubles this spring and it was evident that he
was worried if he had lost his touch or not. After Saturday's performance Bentley will probably be trying for higher goals and
with more success.

•

Coach Buddy Graham and bis golf squad know that a lot
of hopes are riding on them in the MAC meet coming up next
month. There are eight regular season matches left until the big
one and the second title in three years could come to rest in
th MU nest if things go as they have been.
In every interview with Graham, it could be seen that he is
taking each match as it comes but in the back of his mind and
the minds of every other golfer on the team, the MAC meet is
going to be the one that counts.
He feels that Harry Hoffer is up to the performance of twp
years ago when the team won the first golfing crown. Chip
Woodring has been coming along a little better also.

Possibly the biggest boost to the team this year is that of
Joe Feaganes. Be has been top man in a few matches but what
is more encouraging is the fact that he h:1s been consistent in
all matches. Dave Whipkey has bad a streak of bad luck but
be seems to be coming out of it now.
Next Tuesday's match with Ohio University should give the
MU squad an indication of what the MAC meet will shape up
to be. OU is expected to give the Big Green the hardest run for
the money.

Easies.

MU Nine To Tangle With Broncos
Today and tomorrow, at Kalamazoo, Mich., the Marshall baseball team will be trying for its
first Mid-American Conference
victory today and tomorrow
against the defending league
champions Western Michigan.
At present, Western Michigan's
Broncos are tied for the conference leadership with Kent State.
The Broncos have lost one league game, their first MAC defeat in three seasons to Kent.
Larry Tincher (0-2) and John
-Mullins (2-1) wil be the starting pitchers against Western, according to baseball coach Alvis
Brown.
"Tincher will start today and
Mullins is going to be my pitcher
tomorrow. I think they are both
due for some good luck in the
conference. Tinc,her lost his first
game to Miami by a 7-5 score
when he gave up a pinch hit
home run, and Mullins lost 'his
only game to Miami, in that same
series, because he had control
problems.
"Tincher lost to Ke nt, for his

other loss, last Friday, 12-3. He
didn't pitch a bad game, just
because the final score was so
one-sided, you can't get the real
picture until you know what happened. We commited five errors
and they stole eight bases in the
game. I would say the game was
lost on defense, n-0t by the pitching."
"About the game tomorrow, we
will have to play the best game
we've played all season to win.
Western has a real good team,"
ended Brown.
Earlier this week the Big Green
took two games from Rio Grande,
as sort of warmup games for the
MAIC clash today and tomorrow.
Mullins became the first Marshall ,brier this season to pitch
a shutout, in the first of the
doubleheader 5-0. Mullins gave
up three 'h its, all singles, and walked four. The second game was
won by Butch Newton, 7-1.
Coach Brown will change his
starting line-up for the games
today and tomorrow, "I want to
get some more hitting p<>tential

Big Green's Net Record 6-2
After Wi11 Over EK Maroons
The Big Green tennis squad
won itssixth match of the season
with a 6..2 win over the visiting
netters from Eastern Kentucky
last Tuesday.
Wayne Wookey and Jim Wellman scored the speediest wins of
the match for the greenies. Wookey defeated J erry Saunders 6-4,
6-3 and Wellman trounced Jerry
Brown 7-6, 6-4.
Other -w inners for MU were
Bill Carroll with a 6-3, 4-6, 6-2
win over Jack Kench, and Bob
Brown with a 6-2, 5-7, 6-4 defeat
of Dudley Rodman.
The members of the MU squad
who found themselves on the
losing side of the slate were
Jim Hovey and Lu Sammons.

In doubles competition, Wookey and Carroll combined to defeat Kench and Dennis Reck and
Sammons and Wellman paired to
beat Sanders and Brown.
11he Green n et t e r s met the
Golden Eagles of Morris Harvey
yesterday in a try for win number seven. The match was on
MU's home c-0urt.
Tomorrow, MU travels to Kent
State University for a Mid-American Conference match. This is a
triangular meet which also involves Western Michigan University. Tuesday, the netters remain on the road for a match
with the Ea g 1 e s of Morehead
State.

in here for the Western games.
I am going to start Charles Hoffman at third base in place of
Joe Collins and John Lane in
left field as a replacement for
Tom Davidson.

Sports
Calendar
This is a big weekend as far
as spring sp<>rts are concerned
for the Big Green. Three of the
four sports will be in action
over the weekend. Only the track
competition will not get underway until next Thursday.
Today: The Big Green nine
will hold the sp<>tlight today
since it the only MU spring
sports team in action. The MU
squad travels to Western Michigan to take on one of the nations
top teams.
Saturday: The baseball action
continues at Western while the
Broncos entertain the Big Green
for a second game. The MU golfers will take to the links Saturday to take on the Morehead
Golden Eagle l i n k s m e n. The
match will take place on the
Spring Valley Country Club. The
MU netters make the trip to
Kent, Ohio to participate in a
triangular match with Kent State
and Western Michigan.
Tuesday: The Morehead nine
invades the MU scene to take on
the Big Green baseball squad at
St. Cloud's Commons. This will
be the sixth non-oonference game
for the MU team. Every nonc-0nference foe has been downed
by the Green but every Green
loss has come against the MAC
opp<>nents. The golf squad travels to . Ohio University in what
could prove to be the toughest
test of the season for the Big
Green. The MU tennis team heads
to Morehead State Teachers College to take on the Eagles.
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BOARDING THE PIKE firetruck on their way to some worthwhile project are members of the Little DJs. Mrs. Laura Nichols,
adviser, bids farewell to (left to right) Ruby Varney, Williamson junior; Susie Summerville, Pt. Pleasant freshman; Sally Galbraith, Charleston junior; Becky Scaggs, Wayne sophomore;
Charlene Roda, Clarksburg junior; Peggy Tucker, Bluefield senior; and Bobbie Webb, Marsh Fork junior.

------

Can Worms Tell Color?
Talk To Walt Kanzler
Saturday Evening Post there is
an article on the astounding research being carried on with
these tiny creatures. It d iscusses
how the worms r egenerate and
shows some of the m u tations that
can be achieved by cutting these
animals in different ways.
Kanzler p I a n s to continue
studying planaria through his
doctorate degree, in animal beha-

Can a flatworm discern colors-?
This question probably hasn't bothered or entered any of our
minds in the past y ears but to
one Walter K anzler, J e rsey City,
New Jersey .g raduate s tudent,
t his is probably monopolizing his
train of thought.
Kanzler has chosen this question as his topic of r esearch for
his masters degree in biology. vior.
Last fall he started setting up his
research techniques after he had
chosen the idea from an article
in Scientific American. He s-et up
his research lab on the second
floor of the Science Hall.
Kanzler explained, "the flatworms or planarians have been
used extensively by scientists in
research. These microscopic animals are the Iowest form of life
that can be taught."

ROYAL

RENTALS

Ad Manager Speaks
JAMES HOFFMAN, advertising manager at Huntington
Publishing Co., outlined career
opportunities last Tuesday to
students enrolled in JoumalJsm 101 - the survey course
in the field of Journalism.

-~

PiIce Pinmates farm Auxiliary

By PAT BLAIR
Feature Writer

By BRENDA FAULKNER
Society Editor
and
CONNIE BURGESS
Teacher's College Journalist
Spring activity will highlight this weekend.
The Alpha Chis will have their Golden Lyre Ball tonight at
Rivers•ide from 8 p . m. till midnight with the Howard Jennings
,Orchestra playing. The Alpha Chi of the year will be presented.
On Sunday the girls and their
All the many satellites circling
dates will travel to the Police
our fine globe will be viewed by
Farm for a picnic.
A hayride and a weiner roast the members of Sigma Phi Epsiat St. Cloud will start the Sigma lon and their dates at a Satellite
Kappa weekend tonight. The watch party tomorrow night in
spring formal will be tomorrow Ritter.
The park is going to be rather
night in the Georgian Terrace
crowded
tomorrow night as the
of the Hotel Frederick. The Blue
Lambda Chi Alpha men are planNotes will provide the music.
The Tri Sigs will head down ning a blanket party then, too.
Zeta Beta Tau's national f ield
the Mississippi for a Mardi Gras
secretary,
Morton Pearlstein, is
weekend. Tonight the girls and
their dates, dressed in costumes on campus today for one of his
of Mardi Gras fashion, will go annual v isits. He will also be
to Starks F loortown for an in- here next weekend for the ZBII'
formal from 8 p. m. till midnight. pring Formal.
Brownie Benson and his Combo will play for the Tri Sig formal at Riverside tomorrow night.
Second semester pledges will be
presented.
Huntington's Oldest and
The brothers of Pi Kappa Alpha will entertain their dates
with a blanket party in Ritter
Park tomorrow evening.
Sunday. the Pil,;es will boar-1
their trusty old fire engine and
once again invade Ritter Park
for a picnic at 1 p. m.
The pinmates and wives of
Pi Kappa Alpha have organized
them5elves int o a group called
the "Little Dis". The name is
taken from the Marshall chapter
being Delta Iota. The purpose of
the organization is "to h elp Pi
Kappa Alpha in any way socially
an,d financially."
You will be able to h ave
chicken for Sunday evening dinner in the Student Union, s•p onsored by Sigma Sigma Sigma.
The meal will be served from
4 to 7 p. m. and there will be a
$1 per person charge. Tickets
may be obtained from any TriSig or at the d oor. Carry out or.
ders are available by calling the
sorority house or the Union.

Finest Departmtnt StcN
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He continued,
"I firs
started ,research
by reading
all tprevious
Wear the
work on planarians. Then I set up
three appa-rat uses; (1) conditioning animals with electric shock
Jones' look
waves; (2) A maze of canals
to teach the flatworms to rem4 sn1art ways
ember direction; (3) and I finally
ended up with the p r ocess of
phototaxis which is to find out
this
whether they can discern color."
"My conclusion wa~ that the
like Suit
worms prefer red and green light.
They violently dislike any shade
of blue light. When in an e1,closure with two sides, one red
The bridge fr om student to married student is a long an d very narrow
light and the other blue light,
one, laced with pa rental opposit ion, fi nancial burdens and immatu•
d<etched,
the flatworms always stay on the
rity. Yet, thousa nds of young men and women c ross it every ye ar.
side with red light shining," he
(size5 S to 11)
How well do they make th e transition from ca refree, fun· loving
continued.
''dates" to responsible husbands, wiv es ... and often parents?
The Tom Jones look ruffles into the 1um•
The worms for the experiment
mer scene with this jacket dress you
were bought by the biology deA recent nationwide study by Red boo k magazine brings to light
can wear tour ways. The ruffled jabot
partment from a biological supply
some o f the strains, the dange rs and the possible benefits of co ldetaches for a simple shirt-top ... and
house for ten cents apiece.
leg e marri ages. It's must reading for e very undergrad!
the dress goes on its own without the
'I1he food for the flatworms is
fully lined jacket. Pink or blue shantung•
supplied by the cafeteria. Their
like Cupioni and cotton . .. 1,1ade for
favorite diet is liver and egg
junior petites 5'1 and under.
Yoke
THE MAGAZINE FOR YOUNG AOULTS / On sa le at you r newsstand now
-A•N down51air•
In · the March 23 issue of the L---------------------------' L _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ____;;==-_...,==::.:.:.:::----"""
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